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Facts & Figures

4 2 6 7

4.267
Loyal visitors

14K Festival programs

9,600 followers on Social Media

59K Newsletter sent with a 27% open rate

€ 74.976 Media Value on Print and Online Media

20 films

10 guests
7 Q&A

40%

16 Spanish fims

60%
77% of our audience
is between
25-54 years old

38%
40% 22%

Dutch
Others
Spanish Speakers

36
screenings
AMS+ROTT

4 Latin American Films
5 Co productions
14 Number of Dutch premieres
3.779 minutes of screening
3.104 views on Vimeo
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Content

ASFF 5th anniversary celebration
ASFF 2019 edition celebrated its 5th anniversary from Tuesday May 28th to Sunday June 2nd 2019
The film Quién te cantará by Carlos Vermut, one of Spain’s most imaginative directors of the time,
was the film selected for the opening of this very special edition, with the presence of Goya award
winner Eva Llorach who fascinated the audience not only with her naturalness and sense of humor,
but also offering the audience an incredible a cappella performance after the screening of the film.
This was the starting point of 6 days full of Spanish vibes where music, food, drinks and Cinema have
been a gathering point for our guests and audience to discuss about film.
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About us

About Us
The Amsterdam Spanish Film Festival was founded and launched in 2015 by Sin Fin Cinema after a successful experience with the project "The Spanish
Film of the Month”. This project, with which we achieved outstanding results, was the breeding point for the relationships that now ASFF still maintain with
cultural and film institutions.
The festival was founded with the idea in mind of promoting Spanish Cinema in The Netherlands. Since its inception, ASFF has provided Dutch, Spanish
speaking and other international audiences in Amsterdam with new trends of mainstream, independent, artistic and experimental Spanish films. This was a
demand that we saw at that time was needed for not being yet covered in Amsterdam and surrounding areas by any other project alike, and that we have
known, thanks to the feedback from our collaborators, institutions and audience, that we are covering in a very positive way. Furthermore, after the
successful experience of introducing the festival in Rotterdam last year, our partnership with LantarenVenster has been again very fruitful. Both returning
and new audience have congratulated us for bringing Spanish productions to their city, most of them with the only chance to be seen in the country thanks
to the festival and making them with this initiative available to wider audiences.
We do believe that the festival contributes to the diversity of the cultural scene in the Netherlands. With this fifth edition of the festival we aimed to
definitely establish and firmly consolidate the initiative in a more independent way and establish new bonds with other cities in the country to spread
Spanish Cinema and Culture as we have done in Amsterdam and Rotterdam with a great success for 5 and 2 years respectively.
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About us

ABOUT

MISSION

Stichting ASFF is the legal entity behind the Amsterdam Spanish

Founded by director and film curator Virginia Pablos, ASFF Foundation is dedicated

Film Festival, a unique film exhibition initiative allowing people

to the organisation of cultural events and film programs, exhibiting an d promoting

based in Amsterdam and broader audiences to discover and

Spanish Cinematic experiences in the Netherlands.

engage with a carefully honed selection of Cinema from Spain and
Spanish speaking Latin America.

the Netherlands and to create a meeting place for films explorations and quests with its

ASFF is launched, organised and solidly programed by Sin Fin
Cinema, which provides a showcase of new trends of mainstream
Spanish Cinema as well as focusing on independent, artistic and
experimental Spanish films.

ASFF collaborates with filmmakers from Spain, allowing them to intertwine with Dutch
filmmakers, producers and distributors, in order to promote intercultural
population’s understanding and knowledge of the History of Contemporary Spanish
Cinema and enable a space for discussion and knowledge around Spanish and Dutch

ANBI Status with the Dutch Tax and Customs Administration

Virginia Pablos

activities.

communication and dialogue. We would like to increase Dutch and academic

ANBI: Stichting ASFF is preparing an application for an official

Founder & Director

The Foundation aims to spread Spanish and Latin America Cinema and Culture across

●

Board Members
Mercedes M. Abarca
David Martín de Juan
Wim Sjerps

filmmakers.

●

Registration
KVK 70865191
VAT 858490262B01

●

Contact
+31 6 38306644 / info@sinfincinema.com
www.sinfincinema.com
www.amsterdamspanishfilmfestival.com
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Marketing Strategy

Marketing Strategy
Outreach
The marketing campaign started with the announce of

For the past 5 years we have been creating and enlarging an important network through our social media and

the new image of the festival on February 11th through

through marketing campaigns, partnerships and collaborations with Dutch and international organisations in the

our different social media and concluded with the end

country in order to reach and enlarge our main target groups and strengthen our relationship with them creating

of our Rotterdam edition on June 9th 2019

a loyal audience that comes back every year.

Marketing goals

Audience profile

Our main marketing goals for this 5th edition of the Amsterdam

We have defined our audience as Spanish Cinema and Spanish Culture enthusiasts, film and film festival´s

Spanish film festival

enthusiasts (arthouse and mainstream, fiction and documentary) with a specific interest in Spanish and Spanish

• Boost the number of followers on Social Media channels, visitors
on our website and newsletters sent
• Generate higher media & publicity exposure thanks to Dutch
press, film industry collaborators, publicity companies, and
partners and sponsors.
• Collaborate with more Dutch institutions in order to create more
awareness about the festival.

speaking cinema
We identify the following groups:
•

Entertainment consumers

•

Dutch and foreign audience interested in European film

•

Film Industry professionals

•

Spanish and Latin American communities in The Netherlands

•

Expats, international students and students of Spanish as a second language
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Marketing Strategy
Publications

Publicity
Our marketing campaign is also supported by a strong publicity campaign

Festival Program brochure & Posters

through our media partners and communication agency doing media

The cornerstone of the Festival’s promotion is the 48-pages Amsterdam Program brochure and 20-

coverage across newspapers, magazines, radio and online media such as

pages Rotterdam program brochure. 10,000 and 4.300 copies were printed for Amsterdam and

ESPANJE, de Filmkrant, FilmAgenda, Uitkrant, Het Parool, Amsterdam FM

Rotterdam respectively and distributed throughout both cities in key cultural locations cafes and

or NPO Radio 1 among others.

restaurants. Digital versions were posted and distributed online.
Complementing the Program brochures A0 festival posters were distributed during two weeks in key

Media Coverage
The media coverage across newspapers, magazines, radio, and online media
has represented this year a total of € 74.976 media value reaching 3.148.979
people in all media*
*Data calculated from circulation regarding print media and UVPM/Folloers/likes regarding online media.
Radio followers not calculated.

Het Parool

News
Publication date: 01/05/ 2019
Circulation: 80.000
Media value: € 5.520

de FilmKrant

Announcement
Publication date: 25/5/2019
UVPM / followers / likes: 104.000
Media Value: € 2.080

For further info on media coverage, please request our Press Clipping

locations around the city.
Trailer
The ASFF trailer was played repeatedly at the Festival cinemas in Amsterdam during the two weeks
prior to the Festival and before every screening during the festival days. Additionally, it was shared on
online magazines, blogs and social media channels. See trailer online!
This edition we have worked together with the largest cinema advertising operator in the
Netherlands, Jean Mineur Mediavision to increase the outreach. The trailer has been advertised in a
large number of cinemas in Amsterdam and Rotterdam giving this way much more visibility to the
festival, our funders and sponsors, reaching an estimated audience of 24.951 people fully focused
on the big screen.
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Marketing Strategy
Digital
As a society in rapid and constant change due to the new technologies and with a 77% of our
audience between 25 and 54 years old wiling to create and generate opinion, we believe that
the immediacy of all our digital media and specially social media is a powerful tool that we
should use to spread immediate content and in an effective way. Most of this audience is social
media savvy regularly engaging and sharing content with friends and followers to show what
they like, where they are, what they do and how they do it, and so do we.
Website and newsletters
Our website receives every year more than 10.000 visitors
Our newsletter remains one of the most effective ways of driving traffic through to our website
and our collaborator’s websites through the embedded links, surpassing paid advertising. A
total of 58.946 emails were sent during the 2019 campaign in Amsterdam and Rotterdam, and
the overall open rate was 27%, surpassing industry benchmarks according to our newsletter
provider*.
Dedicated newsletters from Eye, Pathé, Cinecenter, LanterenVenster, Instituto Cervantes and
Cineville were sent prior to the Festival days.
* Source Mailchimp: Average email campaign stats of Mailchimp customers by industry
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Marketing Strategy
Digital
Social Media

991 followers

1.294 followers

6.991 followers

7.000

In 2019 we have increased our social media followers and likes*. Almost 10% in Facebook
followers and almost reached our goal of 1000 followers on instagram, a 27% increase from
last year. We have done this together with our partners via direct and cross promotion of our

1.300

programs . We experienced again a strong growth across all of the Festival’s Social Media
Channels through dedicated and content-driven strategies such as promotion through
different competitions.
Social media channels from our partners and industry collaborators such as Rozé
Filmdagen, Flamenco Biennale, In-edit Netherlands, Imagine Film Festival, Cineville, Cherry
Pickers, Espanje!, Instituto Cervantes, Eye Filmmuseum, Pathé, Cinecenter,
LantarenVenster… shared our events on their social media channels (institutions,
newspapers, magazines, city blogs, cultural bloggers).
In addition, ASFF’s collaborators and guests like Maarten Dannenberg, Eva Llorach, Anna
Castillo, Bárbara Lennie, Nata Moreno, Carolina Yuste or Inma Cuesta shared their
experiences at the festival using their own profiles.
* For these figures both Sin Fin Cinema and ASFF profiles have been taken into account. SFC is the entity that organises and
programs the festival and it is the former legal entity behind the festival before the creation of the Stichting. Via SFC there is still a
large reach among festivals fans.
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• A total of 9.618 followers on all our Social Media channels
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Sponsors and funders
Amsterdam Spanish Film Festival partnered again with key public and corporate organisations in 2019
A sponsor of the Festival enjoys different levels of benefits such as strong brand exposure
through the placement of their corporate logo in the different online and offline publications
as well as in on-site display of photo-calls, banners and other promotional materials such as
flyers and the word-of-mouth promotions that the ASFF team does in the different venues
and events throughout the festival days. Photos and profiles of our sponsors are also
mentioned in posts related to them offering a strong social media promotion.
The placement of the corporate logos in the festival trailer entails a very strong brand
awareness. More than 40.000 people have at least watch the trailer in which these logos are
embedded. At least 4.267 visitors have been able to watch it on the big screen before each of
the 36 screenings and an estimation of 25.000 visitors in the previous two weeks from the
festivals at cinemas around the city, and of course our 9.600 social media followers that have
been exposed to our posts plus our that were exposed played it on our social media channels.
This strong brand awareness is enhanced by the display of posters, flyers, brochures and
banners at the entrance of the venues, VIP rooms and theatre rooms being highly visible for
each of the attendees and people interested in the cultural and cinema hubs in the city centre
of Amsterdam (Pathé Tuschinski, Pathe de Munt, Cinecenter, Eye Filmmuseum and

Without these partnerships, the Festival simply would not have been possible

LantarenVenster in Rotterdam).
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Special guests

EVA LLORACH
ACTRESS

INMA CUESTA
ACTRESS

ANNA CASTILLO
ACTRESS

BÁRBARA LENNIE
ACTRESS

ANNA R. COSTA
DIRECTOR

CAROLINA YUSTE
ACTRESS

MORENO BORJA
ACTOR

INÉS DE LEÓN
DIRECTOR

PEPINO & CRAWFORD
DJS
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Social Media Activity

Social Media Activity

www.facebook.com/amsterdamspanishfilmfestival/

www.amsterdamspanishfilmfestival.com/

www.instagram.com/asffofficial/
twitter.com/asffofficial
vimeo.com/sinfincinema/
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Press & Media
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Press & Media

Press & Media
https://www.amsterdamfm.nl/spanish-film-festival-strijkt-neer-in-amsterdam/

https://www.nporadio1.nl/nieuws
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Publicity & promotion

Festival program & events

FESTIVAL PROGRAM 2019
ASFF film program selection includes every
year a unique showcase of the most new
trends of mainstream, independent, artistic
and experimental Spanish films of the year.

Film Program
A total of 20 films have been selected this year, a wide
selection of high quality Spanish spoken films offering to
the audience a variety of social and cultural issues, a
plurality of thematic and artistic points of view, and life

• films that have an international impact or have already had
an international impact in other festivals in the last year
• a diverse program where different genres are covered,
such as drama, comedy, thriller and documentary.

The whole program consisted this year of

music and performances adding an extra value to the

Core program

several activities in which Spanish Cinema,

screenings.

ASFF has curated this year a careful selection of some of

film, art and culture came first.

Bringing this variety of films, we want to give the chance not

Once again we are very proud to be able to celebrate this

only to emergent film makers and film makers that are

event in our main venue, the Pathé Tuschinski theatre, a

pushing the boundaries of traditional narrative to show

prestigious cinema in Art Deco style in the center of

their work, but also show the works of consolidated

Amsterdam. For the completion of the varied program and

filmmakers which all three are a hallmark of contemporary

consistent to the different types of films and audience that

Spanish Cinema.

ASFF addresses, part of our program is also exhibited at
EYE Filmmuseum and Cinecenter in Amsterdam. This way

Selection criteria and guidelines:

we bring a wider array of cinema from Spain and Latin

• films that demonstrate certain social trends and highlight

America also taking care of an audience who is interested in
new directors or directors forging more independent
paths.

a social theme
• films that offer an insight into Spanish culture or Latin

the most exciting and recent Spanish films from a variety of
genres reflecting the dynamism and creativity of Spanish
Cinema today. A total of 7 films including the opening and
closing films, followed by Q&As and Spanish drinks and
nibbles for the audience to run into a complete and
exclusive Spanish experience in The Netherlands, being
also able to share their thoughts with our most
distinguished guests. This year we had "literally" on board
actresses such as Eva Llorach, Carolina Yuste, Inma
Cuesta, Anna Castillo and Bárbara Lennie presenting
their films for the core program.

American Culture
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Festival program & events

FESTIVAL PROGRAM 2019
Side and special programs

also had the possibility to participate in a very interesting

Cinematography livening the cities of Amsterdam and

The ASFF selection includes other special programs and

Q&A with a large representation of the cast. Director and

Rotterdam with a festive atmosphere during these 6 days .

events amongst which we can highlight our best comedy

scriptwriter Anna R. Costa, actresses and actor Inma

selection in Spain Laughs, a Focus Latino showcase, a

Cuesta, Anna Castillo and Moreno Borja enlivened the

wonderful Music Documentary section followed by life

session that concluded with our most expected party Arde

music performance, an Educational Program for our

Amsterdam at De Bajes for those who wanted to dance

youngest audience including two different films for group

until late.

the city of Amsterdam at the Element Amsterdam Hotel,

Experience

the stay of our guests confortable and delighted our

At ASFF we like to take care of our audience. Including

audience with a delicious Spanish brunch on the beautiful

professional introductions to the premières and Q&As

terrace of the hotel, served by their restaurant Gordal,

Spanish cinematographic industry.

with the filmmakers, actors and actresses, we give the

where they also enjoyed drinks thanks to Mahou beer and

possibility to interact with them afterwards. A great

MAM tinto de verano.

This year we have also relied on the big possibilities that a

opportunity to know in person how films are made, what

product such as TV-series have nowadays in film festivals

filmmakers want to convey and how actors and actresses

giving the opportunity to the Amsterdam audience to enjoy

have felt under the skin of their characters. We aim to

a double session with the first season of one of the most

gather our international and diverse audience and

successful TV-series of the year in Spain, Arde Madrid. An

professionals in a festive atmosphere of intercultural

original script full of wit and vivid insights of the years that

compound, and that’s why we again brought this year a bit

Ava Gardner lived in Madrid during Francoism. We are

of Spain’s culture and gastronomy along with the Spanish

ages ranging 8-12 and 12-17 years old, and of course our
special film section Spanish Cinema Without Fear which
showcases Spanish works that defy tradition experimenting
with something beyond and on the periphery of the

happy to see that it was a great success of audience, who

To celebrate this 5th anniversary of the Amsterdam
Spanish Film Festival we wanted to wrap up the festival
inviting our audience to celebrate the stay of our guests in
where they stayed. As one our main sponsors they made

Spanish Film Festival Rotterdam edition
A total of 13 films have been spread this year through six
days full of Spanish vibes at our venue in Rotterdam. After
successfully touring the Festival to this city last year and
seeing the increasing demand of Spanish Cinema in
different spots of The Netherlands, we will continue
consolidating Rotterdam as a new Hub for Spanish Cinema
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Launch event
This fifth edition of the Amsterdam Spanish Film Festival has started on April 30th with our
expected launch event that annually sets the tone for the upcoming edition of the ASFF. During
this special event, which has become a hallmark of the festival, press and media, film
professionals, collaborators and our loyal and new visitors have joined us for this occasion to
celebrate the official release of the new program to our audience at the Pathé Tuschisnki.
Our director Virginia Pablos and our presenter Maarten Dannenberg revealed the program of
this special edition of the ASFF to celebrate Spanish Cinema and Culture. The audience had
the opportunity to watch for the very first time the official trailer of the festival and also our
main sponsors trailers: Mahou, Air Europa, Element Amsterdam Hotel without whom this
edition could not have been possible.
The reveal was followed by the Dutch Première of Recreo (2018, Jazmín Stuart &Hernán
Guerschuny), a dynamic Argentinian film, bold, attractive and undeniably funny. A comedy
replete with identifiable characters reflecting on anxieties about middle age, and weaving in
questions around generational differences and class tensions.
After the première the audience gathered in the beautiful lobby of Pathé Tuschisnki to discuss
about the film and get together while enjoying some complimentary drinks and jamón by Cati
Gómez Maestra Cortadora, to celebrate this way the festive kick-off of this 5th anniversary of
the festival.
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A careful selection of some of the most
exciting and recent Spanish films from a
variety of genres reflecting the dynamism and
creativity of Spanish Cinema today.
Quién te cantará (2018, Carlos Vermut) followed
by performance and Q&A with Goya Award winner
for Best new actress Eva Llorach, this 5th

Opening film

Festival program & events

Core program

anniversary we have opted for the opening of the
festival for a more artistic screening, a film that
conveys a female-driven drama seeking quality film
to the core positioning the director Carlos Vermut
as the successor of Pedro Almodóvar.
El Reino (2018, Rodrigo Sorogoyen) and Q&A

Elisa & Marcela (2019, Isabel Coixet) - coming directly from the Berlinale, this film conveys the fascinating true story of a Spanish lesbian couple

with actress Bárbara Lennie - a 7 Goya Award-

who tricked a priest into marrying them in Spain in 1901

winning political thriller that reflects a decadent
political class in which corruption has become
endemic.

Link to the online program

To compliment the special première of Elisa & Marcela ASFF has presented this year the photo exhibition Faces by Isabel Coixet, in collaboration
with Instituto Cervantes Utrecht and OBA Amsterdam. Faces is a series of very personal portraits of Coixet´s leading actors in which the Spanish
filmmaker allows the spectator to get a glimpse behind the scenes of her creative work.
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Opening night
A total of 366 visitors attended the Opening
Night at the beautiful Pathé Tuschinski
The ASFF Opening Night Film was Quién te cantará, a femaledriven drama directed by emergent director Carlos Vermut.
With this his third feature film Vermut has become for many the
successor of Pedro Almodóvar with regards the darkness and
most perturbing sense in films such as The Skin I Live In or All
About my Mother
The festival had the honour to host the actress Eva Llorach at
the Dutch première of the film. The Goya Award winner for
Best new actress for her role in this film, not only gave the
opportunity to the public to discuss different aspects of the film
in a Q&A, but also performed a cappella after the screening.
After the movie the attendees enjoyed incredible and high
quality jamón ibérico served and cut by the expert hands of

Virginia Pablos - director ASFF

Eva Llorach - actress

Maestra Cortadora Cati Gómez accompanied by a beer or a
delicious wine thanks to our sponsors Mahou and Jean Leon
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Spanish Cinema Without Fear
A must in our program, this special section showcases
works that defy tradition and experiment with
narratives beyond and on the periphery of the Spanish
cinematographic industry
On the occasion of the new production Entre dos aguas (2018), sequel of La
leyenda del tiempo (2006) ASFF wanted to pay homage to its creator Isaki
Lacuesta by showing both productions in a double bill session, The Passage of
Time. Isaki Lacuesta, once considered the most promising filmmaker of
Spanish contemporary Cinema, now winner of two Golden Seashells for best
films at San Sebastián International Film Festival, has defined these two works
as hyperrealistic fiction, a different approach to fiction films that plays with the
boundaries between artifice and reality. His work is a constant inquiry inbetween documentary and fiction, an experimentation that has come to the
utmost with these two films that cinema lovers were able to watch at the EYE
Filmmuseum.
Other films within this special sections were Els dies que vindran (2019, Carlos
Marqués-Marcet) and Yo la busco (2018, Sara Gutiérrez), two films included
within the Expat Cinema session in collaboration with Cinecenter.
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ASFF for young audiences
Young audiences are the audience of the future, and at ASFF we want to take care

able to understand and follow the films in Spanish as their second or third language. After the screenings

of this. We encourage elementary schools and high schools to get the youngest

students are also offered workshops and games to evaluate their understanding while interacting and enjoying

audience in contact with the best contemporary Spanish and Spanish speaking

with students from the different schools participating in the program.

films to broaden their view of the world. In close collaboration with the Instituto
Cervantes in Utrecht and the Educational department from the Spanish
Embassy ASFF organised for the third consecutive year an educational program
for age groups 8-12 and 13-17 years old. Before the screenings teachers hand in
educational records to the students to reinforce both the Spanish vocabulary
related to the films and introduce them to basic cinematographic narratives to be

This year we exceeded our goal increasing more than 100% de number of students and reaching by far our
expectations. A total of 492 students participated this year in the educational program. Atrapa la bandera was
the animation film selected for the smallest ones, and for the high school students Campeones, considered by
the Academy of Cinematographic Arts and Sciences of Spain as best Spanish film of the year. An inclusive
comedy in which all the characters show us that we can all learn from each other and that the most important
thing is not the achievement itself but to enjoy the journey.
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Music Documentary
For this fifth anniversary of the Amsterdam Spanish Film Festival we have
selected the Music Documentary Ara Malikian: una vida entre las
cuerdas, directed by filmmaker and stage director of Ara Malikian´s shows,
Nata Moreno.
The European première of the film about the life and career of the
multifaceted violinist of Lebanese origin and Armenian roosts, was
followed by the live performance of Dutch violinist Ludo de Goeje who
played some themes from the original soundtrack and some music with
Spanish vibes accompanied by his electronic violin.
The film and live performance was followed by Spanish drinks sponsored
by Mahou and jamón ibérico by Cati Gómez.
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Ludo de Goeje- violinist
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Ludo de Goeje- violinist
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Nata Moreno - director
Carolina Yuste - actress
Álvaro Cervantes - actor
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Carolina Yuste - actress
Moreno Borja - actor
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Q&A Carmen & Lola

Maarten Dannenberg - moderator
Carolina Yuste - actress
Moreno Borja - actor
Jasper Jacobs - interpreter
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Inma Cuesta- actress
Virginia Pablos - Festival director
Bárbara Lennie - actress
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Q&A Todos lo saben
Bárbara Lennie - actress
Inma Cuesta- actress
Maarten Dannenberg - presenter

Festival program & events

Arde Madrid
For this 5th anniversary ASFF decided to take the chance and support not only film but also

curiosity of the 146 attendees who also enjoyed the break in between the two sessions to get

this high-quality TV-Series Arde Madrid, premiered on the big screen. It was a big success of

some Spanish drinks and nibbles.

public with an almost full-house where a large representation of the cast was present for a

The event went on through the night celebrating cinema and music at the Arde Amsterdam

very interesting Q&A after the screening. Inma cuesta, Anna Castillo and Moreno Borja,
and for course the ¨thinking head¨ of this original project, Anna R. Costa, satisfied the

Party at De Bajes, a Spanish fiesta led by popular Spanish DJs Pepino & Crawford who
came al the way from Madrid setting fire to the night.
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Moreno Borja - actor
Anna R. Costa - director
Inma Cuesta- actress
Maarten Dannenberg - presenter
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Anna R. Costa- director
Inma Cuesta- actress
Anna Castillo - actress

Q&A Arde Madrid
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DJs Pepino & Crawford
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Inés de León - director
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Q&A Viaje al cuarto de una madre
Anna Castillo - actress
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Closing night
ASFF feels honoured to have been able to host its already fifth edition of the festival in

This closing night could not have been better without the Dutch Première of El Reino by

Amsterdam, a celebratory anniversary full of the most exciting, funny and representative

Rodrigo Sorogoyen, director nominated for an Oscar Academy Award. This 7 Goya Award-

examples of contemporary Spanish and Latin American Cinema.

winning political thriller reflects a decadent political class in which corruption has become

Before the screening of the closing night, festival director Virginia Pablos and presenter
Maarten Dannenberg thanked all our collaborators, sponsors, guests, ASFF team, and
especially the audience, a total of 4.267 including our Rotterdam edition, and without whom
the success of this fifth edition could not have been possible.

endemic.
Actress Bárbara Lennie accompanied us during this special night full of emotions and offered
the audience at the Pathé Tuschisnki a very interesting Q&A, after which we all could enjoy an
amazing evening full of tapas and jamón ibérico thanks to Maestro Cortador Herman van
Teylingen and Spanish Products who were also present to delight our guests with delicious
tapas during a private tour through the canals of Amsterdam on Saturday
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Q&A Closing film Todos lo saben

Noelia Nicolás - moderator
Bárbara Lennie - actress
Jasper Jacobs - interpreter
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Festival team
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Festival team
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Cinema partners
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Cinema partners
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Cinema partners

Cinema partners

PATHÈ DE MUNT
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Cinema partners

Conclusion

Conclusion
The 5th edition of the Amsterdam Spanish Film Festival has come to an end and we are proud to say that we have had a very positive response from the audience, from our
guests and from our collaborators who all have acknowledged that every year there is an increase in the quality of the program and how the events around it are organised.
More and more people get to know the festival every year due to the strong marketing and communication campaign done within the team and the durable bonds that the
organisation is creating and consolidating with other institutions, organisations and partners in order to enhance the visibility of Spanish Cinema and Culture here in The
Netherlands.

Strengthening bonds with institutions throughout the year
We once again recognise the ongoing need to continue growing and maturing, always developing stronger ties with filmmakers, content producers and industry
professionals; not only in Amsterdam but globally, while maintaining strong relationships with government agencies, industry associations and corporate partners.
We aim to be more and more present in the cultural sphere of Amsterdam and The Netherlands collaborating in different projects in order to help with our expertise
expanding the culture and cinema of Spain within the country. During this year we have been creating more durable bonds and awareness through our collaboration with
other film festivals, other organisations within the film industry, Film schools, Language schools and expats communities such as Internations, etc. Our involvement with
them is not bounded to the festival itself but also during the whole year, as our aim is also to create a meeting place for film's explorations with our activities.
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Conclusion
This year we again have been collaborating with other festivals such as In-edit Netherlands, Flamenco Biennale and of course Roze Filmdagen, with whom every year we
have a close partnership for the Pathé Gay Night screening. In addition to opening dialogues within the festival network, we also benefit from each other’s public reaching an
audience that although it is a potencial one because of their interest in film and/or culture, it is not “our" audience. We have carefully selected our collaboration with
Cinecenter or Eye Filmmuseum for their target groups, which also give us the chance to reach a specific audience for specific films and we contribute with our program to
their atmosphere and target audience.
Our collaborations and partnerships includes other cultural, social and educational organisations such as Instituto Cervantes Utrecht or the Nederlandse Filmacademie
where this year we were invited to give a lecture on New trends of Spanish Cinema. Human Rights Watch invited us for a Program on Human Rights related to the many times
awarded Spanish production The Silence of Others, or the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam for whom we are curating at the moment a film program on 'Cinema and Painting ‘
within the framework of the exhibition Rembrandt - Velázquez. Dutch and Spanish Masters, which will take place from mid October and until mid January.
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Goals 2019
Thanks to our strong marketing campaign and the efforts done by the team, every year there is more awareness of the festival and people interested in Spanish and LatinAmerican cinematographies and cultures, as we can see also through the increase of our visitors, likes and followers on the different social media. Media Coverage from
Dutch Media has also grown demanding more interviews to the team not only on regional media from Amsterdam but also on national media such as NPO Radio 1.
We have reached our goals to increase our social media followers and likes. Our website visitors and social media followers have increased significantly, which tells us that
there are more and more people interested in the project, following our steps and willing to participate in our events and programs. However, some goals have not been
achieved. In terms of audience members, the figures this year have not been as good as we had expected. Although the total number of attendees for the whole festival (both
Amsterdam and Rotterdam editions) did not decrease from the total figures of 2018, while Rotterdam’s audience increased an 84% compared to last edition, Amsterdam's
Audience decreased a 12%. We did not meet our goal of increasing our audience and in fact there was a decrease in the Amsterdam edition. There are internal and external
reasons to take into account. Externally we have had a series of events that were completely out of our scope such as football competitions that we could not anticipate
beforehand when we decided the dates of the festival, general transportation strike on our opening day, very good weather during the weekend of the festival, other very
popular outdoor festivals taking part during that weekend of good weather, and a bank holiday that we did not expect to be followed as much as it was.
On the other had we are consolidating a younger audience through our educational program which has increased more than 100%, as it doubled the figures of last year.
Schools and other educational institutions are willing to participate every year in a quality film program for their students complemented by educational records and
activities provided by teachers from 3 different schools and shared with the rest to work in class before the screening. Duplicating the numbers from previous editions, this
growth shows what we have already acknowledged based on the comments from the groups and the teachers involved, which is the consolidation of a young audience, the
audience of the future.
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ASFF around the year and goals 2020
After carefully evaluating the previous circumstances we have decided to give a shape to the festival. We are discussing both internally and with our collaborators a better time
of the year to host the festival not to coincide with other festivals and to avoid holidays that will reduce the attendance of our visitors. At the same time we want to be more
realistic with the number of visitors that a niche festival like ASFF has, and we have decided to do a shorter version of the festival reducing the days to four, and this way being
able to export it to other cities in The Netherlands. We not only have had very good results in our Rotterdam edition but also we have been contacted from cinemas in other
cities who are seeing the big potential that the festival has in other parts of the country and are willing to collaborate together. With a long weekend of 4 days we can maintain
the quality of the program while we concentrate our target audience and we spread Spanish Cinema around the country.
ASFF has become and still is a unique film exhibition initiative allowing people to discover and engage with the Spanish film industry and culture. It also help people
interested to stay tuned with the most recent productions, as these visitors are barely exposed to these movies in the normal distribution channels. We want to open this to
more cities in the Netherlands creating new hubs for Spanish Cinema besides the already existing ones through our initiatives in Amsterdam and Rotterdam.
We will go on with our collaborations with higher educational and academic institutions in order to expand and further improve the ASFF’s reputation and programing while
reaching new audiences and enabling a space for discussion and knowledge with Dutch filmmakers and professionals. Therefore, we are very proud to closely collaborate
with our next curatorial project with the Rijksmuseum in which we will create a program around Cinema and Painting within the framework of the exhibition Rembrandt Velázquez. Dutch and Spanish Masters, which will take place from mid October and until mid January.
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Thanks!
We want to thank all our sponsors, collaborators and funds for the continuous support and feedback received.
Having been granted for the first time with Elise Mathilde Stichting Fonds and the increasing support of NL Film Fonds,
Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds, Amsterdam Fonds voor the Kunst and Acción Cultural Española in Spain and the support
of Embassy of Spain in The Hague and Instituto Cervantes Utrecht, validates once again our believes and our goals.
Thanks to our private sponsors Air Europa and Element Amsterdam Hotel for hosting and taking care of our guests and
helping us bringing the audience the most amazing Q&As and performances. Thanks of course to Mahou beers, Jean Leon
wines, Cati Gómez Maestra Cortadora, MAM Tinto de Verano, Gordal, Spanish Products and Herman van Teylingen
maestro cortador for taking care of our audience and let them enjoy an authentic Spanish experience.

And of course thank you to our audience, with whom this could no have been possible. See you next year!
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Gracias!
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